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The lush greenery and
growing number of smart
hotels make Sri Lanka’s
tea country one of its
prime draws – but tea is
just one reason to visit
this beguiling island,
says Sarah Gilbert
Photography by Tom Parker
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L
aid out before me is a microcosm of
rural life: rows of emerald-green tea
bushes stretch to the horizon, threaded
with copper-coloured trails and backed
by mountains soaring skyward. Women
in vibrant saris populate the landscape
like exotic flowers. Waist-deep in tea,
they chatter among themselves as they
deftly pluck the pale shoots, throwing
them over their shoulders into a sack.
This bucolic scene has barely
changed in the 150 years since
Scotsman James Taylor planted the first
tea estate in British colonial Ceylon
– today the island nation of Sri Lanka.
In 1890, another Scotsman, the affluent Glasgow-born entrepreneur, Sir
Thomas Lipton, began selling Ceylon
tea direct to the British public, in handy
pre-packaged cartons, with the slogan
“from the tea gardens to the teapot”.
Today, of course, the scale of production is undeniably different. Taylor’s
plot was a modest 19 acres, now Sri
Lanka is the world’s fourth-largest tea
producer – more than 300,000 tonnes
a year, most of it from the hill country
– but many of the cultivation and production techniques remain true to his
vision. And many of the pickers are
descendants of the same Tamils who
were brought by boat from southern
India to pick the first leaves.
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I’d witnessed the age-old process
in action on a tour of the Dunkeld Tea
Factory, a master class in the art of tea
making, from plucking, sifting, withering and drying, to grading and packing – all carried out using machinery
that has barely changed for centuries. It
left me with a new appreciation for the
humble brew – and I’m almost certainly
not the only person to have undergone
such an epiphany on the island.
While factory tours and tastings
give visitors an insight into local culture – tea aficionados can even visit the
twice-weekly Colombo Tea Auction,
dating back to 1883, where all the companies come to trade – tea has also been
a driving force in kick-starting tourism
on the island, which had been halted by
almost three decades of civil war.
Post-2009, when the war ended,
tourism growth has been impressive,
from around 400,000 visitors in 2009
to nearly two million in 2016, with a
target of 2.5 million visitors by 2018.
Merrill J Fernando is one of the figures helping to make this happen. Born
in 1930 to a rural middle-class family
in the south-west of Sri Lanka, he was
among the first group of Sri Lankans
selected to become tea tasters, in the
1950s, and was sent to the mecca of tea
trading, London’s Mincing Lane.
“When I was at school, many Sri
Lankans were employed in the tea plantations, but those in key positions, such
as tea tasters and blenders, were foreigners,” he tells me. “The British said
that by eating fiery curries our palates
had lost their sensitivity, even though
they ate nothing else.”

Left Lush tea country
landscape Previous
page The Dilmah tea
company’s stunning
Dunkeld estate
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It was in London that the young
Fernando saw first hand that Ceylon
tea was being shipped in bulk to
Europe for a nominal sum, where it
was packed and branded. The producer received a fraction of the profits, and the plantation workers even
less. Fernando resolved to address
this inequality and pioneered the concept of single-origin Ceylon tea, finally
establishing Dilmah in 1988, the first
and only Sri Lankan tea company to
grow, pick and pack at source. Today,
with ten per cent of pre-tax profits
going into philanthropic and conservation projects, it has become one of
the world’s finest and most ethical tea
brands, sold in more than a hundred
countries around the world.
Fernando, alongside his sons Malik
and Dilhan, have also become “accidental hoteliers” with their company
Resplendent Ceylon, born out of a genuine desire to share the serene beauty
of the tea region. They were the first
to tap in to the luxury end of the tea
trend, opening Ceylon Tea Trails in the
central highlands in 2005. Its five colonial-era tea planters’ bungalows, scattered across the landscape, have been
lovingly and luxuriously restored.
Each bungalow has a different feel
– Norwood offers endless vistas over
Bogawantalawa, the Golden Valley of
Tea; Castlereagh sits on the edge of
its serene namesake lake – but none
offers more than six lofty-ceilinged
rooms with four-poster beds, gleaming wooden floors, beamed ceilings, log
fires and doors that open out to manicured lawns edged with vivid blooms.
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“Resplendent
Ceylon’s boutique
hotels were born
out of a genuine
desire to share the
serene beauty
of the tea region”

Days begin with Bed Tea, delivered
by the discreet butler, who’ll even draw
you a tea-infused bath, perhaps containing green for jet lag or immune-boosting cinnamon. This is followed by a leisurely breakfast, at which you can go
local with moreish hoppers – thin, bowlshaped pancakes made from rice flour
and coconut milk, topped with a fried
egg and served with a dollop of sweetand-sour onion sambal. It’s all washed
down with their signature Ceylon black
tea, BOP, Broken Orange Pekoe – a
grade, not a flavour.
Tea aside, you can play croquet on
the lawn, kayak around the lake or,
for more adrenaline-fuelled activity,
make the strenuous pre-dawn climb up
Adam’s Peak, said to be the sacred spot
on which Adam first stepped after being
cast out of the Garden of Eden.
Following these exertions, you’ll be
met with a cold, lemongrass-scented
towel and a restorative high tea – three
tiers of temptation, with freshly baked
scones, delicate sandwiches and miniature sponge cakes.
If it all sounds decidedly luxurious, that’s because it is – and this is the
direction in which tourism is headed
here. International hotel brands, such
as Sheraton, Hilton and Shangri-La,
are opening up in Colombo and on
the coast, while homegrown hoteliers, including Jetwing Hotels and Uga
Escapes, are creating their own highend, boutique brands. Others, such
as Teardrop Hotels, are transforming
historic properties around the island.
First came the Wallawwa, a 200-yearold manor house that was part of the

Clockwise from left
A tea-drying room;
the dining room and
terrace of Ceylon
Tea Trails’ Norwood
bungalow; exotic flora
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RAF’s headquarters during World War
II, followed last year by Fort Bazaar, a
peeling 17th-century mansion in Galle
Fort, given a modern makeover.
For Teardrop Hotels’ managing
director, Henry Fitch, “the best way to
see Sri Lanka’s diverse cultures, religions, landscapes and wildlife is by
staying in smaller properties that can
provide a more intimate service and tailored experiences”.
This year they’re opening a newly
built bungalow and three restored tea
planters’ houses in the hill country,
allowing guests to hop between them.
This includes a property at Nuwara
Eliya, known as “Little England”,
the summer retreat for the colonial
British escaping the oppressive heat of
Colombo and the coast.
Left to right
Castlereagh reservoir
in Sri Lanka’s central
highlands; a tea
factory on the
Dunkeld estate
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with wet and
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Consistently
warm with
year-round rain

Jaffna
Visit
Apr–Sep

Cooler
temperatures
year-round

Trincomalee
Visit
Apr–Sep

Nuwara
Eliya

Colombo

Visit
Dec–May

Visit Nov–May

Galle
Visit Dec–Mar

Rain check

With three microclimates, it’s always sunny in Sri Lanka
Peak season
Dec–Mar
Surf season on the
south-coast beaches
is the driest, if
priciest, time to
explore the tea
plantations of the hill
country. At the same
time, one of the two
annual monsoons,
the maha (Oct–Jan),
means storms in the
east and north, as
well as the central
ancient-city region.

Mid season
Apr & Sep–Nov
While the yala
monsoon means
downpours in the
west and south-west
coasts, as well as the
hill country (May–Aug),
east coast surf towns
such as Arugam Bay
are in their dry season
(May–Sep). April
and September
offer dependably
dry weather
countrywide.

Low season
May–Aug
Weather is bright
in the north and
east, with the yala
monsoon bringing
rain to the south
and west coasts and
the hill country
tea estates.
A good time to
wander the lost
ruins of Sri Lanka’s
Cultural Triangle.
Hotel prices are
at their lowest.
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Pekoe House will be set in tea country to the north-east of Kandy, within
sight – and reach – of the Knuckles
Mountain Range. And guests of Nine
Skies near Ella will be able to arrive
on the Yakada Yaka or “Iron Devil”,
the steam train that has crossed the
mountains since the 1800s, transporting people and tea between Colombo
and the hill stations.
But it’s not just tea that is drawing
visitors. The island overflows with the
atmospheric ruins of vast royal cities
and sacred Buddhist sights, such as the
vertigo-inducing rock citadel of Sigiriya
and the cave temples of Dambulla,
filled with gaudily painted statues of
Buddha and walls covered in exquisite
ancient frescoes.
North of Kandy, where verdant
hills meet the arid central plains, is the
Cultural Triangle. The vast ruined cities
of Anuradhapura and Polonnaruwa are
still scattered with grand temples and
tombs, stupas and statues, in a lasting
reminder of a golden age.
Kandy was the last capital of the
Sinhalese kingdom, and fell to the
British in 1815 after eluding first the
Portuguese and then the Dutch across
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three centuries. It’s home to a vast
complex of temples built four centuries
ago to house a single tooth – Buddha’s
left canine to be exact. It’s one of
Buddhism’s holiest relics and a famous
pilgrimage site.
Resplendent Ceylon’s vision is
to create the definitive circuit of
six small luxury resorts, all distinctive and unbranded, from glamping
on a deserted beach bordering Yala
National Park, to the Cultural Triangle
and Colombo. Its second hotel, Cape
Weligama, is set on a south-coast headland overlooking the glittering blues
of the Indian Ocean, close to honey-coloured beaches. Inland, a wealth
of wildlife, including great herds of
elephants, myriad bird species, reclusive sloth bears, crocodiles and elusive

Clockwise from left
Cape Weligama’s
manicured lawn
overlooks the Indian
Ocean; traditional
fishing boats seen
from the air; a quiet
corner of the Cape
Weligama hotel

Designer digs

Discover why Sri Lanka’s
best places to stay are also
architectural marvels

leopards, may be spotted on day trips to
the Uda Walawe national park.
One of the highlights of a visit is a
dawn trip in search of the gentle giant
of the seas, blue whales. The hotel’s
catamaran can head where the tourist boats don’t go, out to the open
waters beyond Mirissa Bay, and before
long, out of the blue, it happens: we’re
suddenly alongside the world’s largest marine mammal. I hold my breath
as the whale’s snout with its massive
blowhole ploughs through the water,
followed by its extraordinary bulk, easily outweighing our small craft.
Back on dry land, Radheesh
Sellamuttu is also helping to promote
the phenomenal biodiversity of his
country. He co-founded Leopard Trails
tented safari camps, first around Yala

With its simple geometric
lines and dense covering of
vegetation, the Heritance
Kandalama (pictured) looks,
from a distance, a little like a
ruin from a post-apocalyptic
movie, a skeleton structure
of a building long reclaimed
by nature. Closer inspection,
however, reveals a slick,
modern interior behind
the climbing greenery. The
Kandalama is, in fact, one of
Sri Lanka’s top hotels – and
it’s also a perfect example
of an architectural style
that the island can call its
own. Tropical Modernism
is defined by its sleek,
contemporary lines and a
sympathy to the natural
setting – an aesthetic that’s

been embraced across
Asia. You’ll see a number of
examples of it on the island,
from Colombo’s Parliament
building to the serene
Buddhist temple on Beira
Lake. It’s all the work of one
man. Born in 1919, Geoffrey
Bawa became a lawyer before
leaving Colombo to travel.
On his return, he bought a
former rubber plantation,
Lunuganga, near Bentoto,
with the idea of creating a
garden, but it kick-started
a second career as an
architect. It’s still possible
to immerse yourself in his
masterpieces, all of which
manage to capture the spirit
of Sri Lanka. And if you stay
at the beachfront Last House
in Tangalle, designed by Bawa
as his final commission, you’ll
be able to enjoy the island’s
scenery just as he – and
nature – intended.
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“Galle lies a short drive west along
the coast, past fishermen balanced atop
crude wooden perches – although more
for tourist cameras than fish these days”
National Park and more recently in the
wild Wilpattu, the oldest and largest of
Sri Lanka’s national parks.
“From a wildlife tourism perspective, we need to think well into the
future. We need to look at all of our 26
national parks, which remain largely
unexplored, and create economic
models that will benefit the wildlife and local communities, as well as
the tourists, to ensure sustainability,”
Sellamuttu says.
The trip concludes in Galle, a short
drive west along the coast, past fishermen balanced atop crude wooden
perches – more for tourist cameras than
fish these days – and makeshift stalls
piled high with still-thrashing fish.
Founded by the Portuguese in 1588,
the hulking granite fortifications were
built by the Dutch a century later. Today,
the UNESCO-protected Galle Fort’s
cobbled streets are the perfect place
for idle wandering. Around every corner you’ll stumble across an architectural gem, a dusty museum filled with
long-forgotten treasures, or a tuckedaway gallery. It’s long been a trading city,
now it’s full of chic boutiques where you
can shop for everything from one-off
pieces of jewellery and precious gems to
handcrafted masks and, of course, tea.
The perfumed air of the Withered
Leaves Tea Company is so intoxicating
that for an instant it transports me back
to hill country – to the crisp mountain
air, natural beauty and curious villagers
chorusing “Ayubowan”– “may you have
a long life” – accompanied by beaming
Sri Lankan smiles that will live long in
the memory.
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Above and left In the
south of the island,
Galle rewards with
historic sights,
including the famous
lighthouse, and
heritage hotel rooms

Etihad offers
two daily direct
flights from
Abu Dhabi to
Colombo.
Etihad.com

